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Significance and Recognition
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Grow the Passion
Throughout this time MLR continued to provide race support in their
local running communities. MLR
therapists recognized that the most
significant contribution they could
make to a runner was to help keep
him or her running, and that there
was no better place to offer this
expertise than in the Ragnar relay
races where runners are required to
run three different times during a
24-hour period.

resources, personnel, and recruited
volunteers. If
you are nearby,
MLR will pull
you in to support this generous effort, and
then the hook
- you will love
every minute
and be enthusiastic to sign up
for the next race.
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This year’s Summit will feature
8 presenters, 14 presentations
offering 12 CEUs. The conference
has been accredited through the
Utah Physical Therapy Association, and MLR is a Board of
Certification (BOC) Approved
Provider of Level 1 Continuing
Education activities for Certified
Athletic Trainers. We are excited
The 2016 Mountain Land Running
Summit Program was accepted for
CEU offerings by the Utah Physical
Therapy Association (UPTA), and
the Board of Certification (BOC). The
first Mountain Land Running Summit brought in $15,000 in profit.
It’s also important to acknowledge
that the Mountain Land Running
Summit is an equal partner with Dr.
Heiderscheit; therefore, aligning
incentives to ensure all involved
are motivated for its success. Both
the financial benefit of the Moun-

to announce that this year the
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•
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from 15 different states and 3 different
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our company, in the medical com-

number of attendees in 2016. Our

munities we serve, and among our
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peers on a national level.

dance over our first year.

Determine the appropriate

identify factors that can
influence its accuracy.
•

Identify how running
mechanics differ between
males and females, and following common knee joint
surgeries.
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•

•

Describe normal tendon

After 15 years of organic growth and

anatomy and mechanics,

5 years of intentional growth, we feel

pathophysiologic processes

we have accomplished our original

involved in tendinopathy,

goal of being running specialists,

Marketing effort in support of

and associated symptoms.

and being known as running special-

the MLR Running Program has

Recommend evidence

ists. Together we have created oppor-

increased MLR online presence,

tunities for our therapists to maximal-

running website activity, and

ly expand their knowledge and skills

promoted MLR specialty services

in treating runners. Simultaneously

throughout our clinical locations.

we have had a significant increase in

Our reputation as running special-

therapy business related to runners,

ists has increased our recruiting

and this continues to create oppor-

ability with outside therapists

tunities to apply our new knowledge

approaching MLR and wanting

and help keep runners running.

to join our team so that they too

based strategies in the management and prevention of
common running-related
tendinopathies, including
injection therapies, loading
progression and soft tissue
mobilization. Determine
common barriers and challenges to transitioning from
high school to
college distance running.
•

Describe key
factors in
developing an
effective training program
for a variety
of distance
running populations including competitive
athletes, older
runners and for
those returning to running
post-injury.

About Mountain Land
Rehabilitation

can become running specialists.
Finally, our ability to now offer
clinical education through our
monthly Mountain Land Running
Medicine Podcast, and actual CEU
accredited education through the
Mountain Land Running Summit,
has created an opportunity for us
to hopefully help other medical
professionals beyond the walls
of MLR grow their passion and
effectiveness in helping runners
keep running. Ultimately, our running specialist journey has helped
bond our company together and
has established the MLR brand
as a company committed to its
number one Core Value –
Clinical Excellence.
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How Can NARA Members Replicate?
There must be organic passion. Passion is the fuel in the engine. You can have the fastest racecar in the world and it
won’t move an inch without fuel. Running is ideal because it is something that a lot of people are passionate about
and even addicted to and there is already a huge infrastructure in place that includes races and periodicals and shoe
stores all just waiting for us to leverage. It’s true that not all specialty programs have an infrastructure as developed
as running, however, they also have less competition and therefore it may be easier to quickly get to the front of the
pack. At the end of the day, as long as there is true organic passion it automatically crosses over into life. Life crosses
over to health.

How to become a ____________ specialist, and how to become known as a
____________ specialist:

p
p

Identify a specialty with organic passion among a group of therapists.
Recruit a national/international leader in the specialty to help create and lead the program, and
establish the foundation of the reputation.

p
p

Have the leader provide initial training in the specialty area to the interested therapists.
Create a routine of monthly training possibly in the form of a webinar or podcast, be creative so
that the training inspires your team.

p
p

Package, market, and provide a clinical service relating to the specialty program. Get the word out.
Identify and participate in events related to the specialty program to further integrate into the
specialty program’s existing culture, as well as your culture.

p

Build an online presence of the specialty program by creating a specialty program microsite on the
Company web page.

p
p
p
p

Participate in clinical research related to the specialty program.
Write articles, speak to colleagues, and publish results based on what you are doing.
Provide continuing education to others in the industry with similar interest in the specialty program.
Have fun!
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Running Program Contributors
Nylin Johnson, PT, MOMT, ATC
Regional Manager, Clinic Director, Physical Therapist, Certified Athletic Trainer
Nylin received his Bachelors degree in physical therapy from the University Of Utah and his
master’s degree from the Ola Grimsby Institute in San Diego, California. He is also certified
as an athletic trainer. Nylin has lectured and instructed in the techniques of manual therapy
and medical exercise therapy throughout the United States. He has been located in the Davis
County area since 1988. He has practiced in Kaysville since 1995.
Nylin donates much of his time and services to the local community, and High Schools during
athletic events, conferences and seminars. He is married to Jacie, and is the father of 3 great
children. Nylin enjoys running, fly fishing, biking, camping, and most outdoor events.

Rick Lybbert, PT, OCS
Chief Operating Officer, Physical Therapist, Board Certified Orthopedic Specialist
Rick Lybbert was born and raised in the San Francisco Bay Area and was required to drive
a long four hours to the nearest ski hill. At age 14, he and his best friend made a pact to
become roommates at the University of Utah so they could snow ski all winter long. While
fulfilling this pact, Rick received an education at the University of Utah school of Physical
Therapy and graduated in 1996.
Upon graduation, Rick began his professional career with Mountain Land Rehabilitation
where he continues to serve to this day. Initially, Rick worked as a traveling therapist covering
Mountain Land clinics in Utah, Idaho, Colorado and Oregon. Within a year Rick opened the
Mountain Land Millcreek Clinic location where he served as Clinic Director for the next 12 years and became board
certified in orthopedics. When the company’s needs changed, Rick transitioned out of his clinical practice and took on
various administrative and management responsibilities. Rick is now a partner in Mountain Land Physical Therapy and
currently serves as the company’s Chief Operating Officer. Outside of work, Rick loves spending time mountain biking,
water skiing, and yes, snow skiing with his wife and three kids.
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Jason Lobb, PT, OCS
Strategic Analyst, Regional Manager, Physical Therapist,
Board Certified Orthopedic Specialist
Jason Lobb has been a physical therapist at Mountain Land Rehabilitation since 2000.
Jason grew up in Maine and graduated from Husson University with a Master’s degree in Physical Therapy. After graduation, Jason moved to Salt Lake City to explore
the west and begin his career as a Physical Therapist. He found his niche in outpatient
orthopedic and sports rehabilitation and in 2011 became Board Certified as an Orthopedic Specialist.
Jason also has a passion for the operational side of physical therapy and currently
serves as a Regional Manager and Strategic Analyst for Mountain Land. In his free time, Jason enjoys many outdoor activities with his wife and daughter including cycling, skiing, running, and camping.
Mark D. Anderson, PT, MPT, OCS
Physical Therapist, Clinic Director, Board Certified Orthopedic Specialist
A native of Salt Lake City, Mark is a Board Certified Orthopedic Clinical Specialist and received
his Masters of Science Degree in Physical Therapy from the Medical University of South Carolina. Mark has an emphasis in manual therapy and orthopedic care, is a Running Rehab Specialist, and is ASTYM certified. He is fluent in Spanish and is specialized in Functional Capacity
Evaluations for return-to-work and return-to-activity cases. He has been an invited lecturer for
the Utah Association for Justice and Utah Trial Lawyer Association with regard to his personal
injury treatment model and functional capacity testing.
In his free time, Mark enjoys spending time with his wife and 6 kids, skiing, mountain biking,
running, weight training, and basketball. He is an avid NBA and NFL junkie.
Jeremy Stoker, PT, DPT, OCS
Physical Therapist, Clinic Director, Board Certified Orthopedic Specialist
Jeremy’s passion lies in movement. He loves anatomy and physiology and using his knowledge of both to expand and enhance movement for his patients. As someone who enjoys
moving and being active himself, Jeremy gets excited when he is able to help others be
the kind of “active” they want to be. He is a certified USA track and field coach and tries to
use that knowledge when helping patients of all ages. Jeremy is a board certified orthopedic specialist, and uses his skills and knowledge to help people get better faster. He loves
helping others get past pain and incorporate the ability to move back into their life. Jeremy
prides himself on focusing on full wellness and health, instead of just injuries.
Jeremy has run multiple marathons and enjoys being active in any way possible. When he is
not in the clinic, Jeremy is most likely with his awesome family of three kids and beautiful wife.
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Bryan Heiderscheit, PT, PhD
Physical Therapist, Director of Running Speciality Services
Dr. Heiderscheit practices physical therapy at the UW Health Sports Rehabilitation Clinic and
is the Director of the UW Runners Clinic. He specializes in the diagnosis and treatment of patients with running-related injuries. Bryan Heiderscheit, P.T., Ph.D. is an Associate Professor in
the Departments of Orthopedics & Rehabilitation and Biomedical Engineering at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. He received his physical therapy training at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse and his doctorate in biomechanics from the University of Massachusetts. Dr.
Heiderscheit is co-director of the Neuromuscular Biomechanics Laboratory at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison and director of the Runners’ Clinic through the University of Wisconsin Sports Medicine Center.
His research is aimed at understanding and enhancing movement coordination as it relates to pathology, with recent
projects focused on the mechanisms of hamstring strain injuries and running-related injuries. Support for his research
includes the NFL Medical Charities and the National Institutes of Health.
Dr. Heiderscheit has received several awards from professional societies including the Margaret L. Moore Award for
Outstanding New Academic Faculty Member by the American Physical Therapy Association. He is an Associate Editor
for the Journal of Orthopaedic and Sports Physical Therapy and an active member of the American Physical Therapy
Association, serving as Chair of the Running special interest group and Vice-Chair of the Biomechanics special interest
group. Dr. Heiderscheit is a science advisor to the Natural Running Center.

Nick Woolley
Director of Marketing
Nick was born and raised in northern Utah before moving to the Salt Lake area in 2005. Nick
specializes in a variety of marketing disciplines including website management, graphic
design, print production, copywriting, videography and photography. He has been a member
of the Mountain Land Team since 2012. In his spare time, Nick is passionate about spending
time outdoors, exploring the intermountain west. He particularly enjoys hiking, backpacking,
whitewater rafting and spending time with his wife and dogs.
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